Rotator Cuff Injury, Surgery
Learn about rotator cuff injuries and our products to help rehabilitate the shoulder, as well as decrease pain after surgery.
www.jointhealing.com
### Other Items of Interest

#### 8 finalists selected for $100000 Purdue life sciences competition
- Media Newswire (press release)

8 finalists selected for $100000 Purdue life sciences competition

Media Newswire (press release)
The companies chosen to make formal business-plan presentations to the competition's 12 judges are Indiana Nanotech LLC, Cascade Metrix Inc., glucago LLC, ...

#### Detecting the Undetectable in Prostate Cancer Testing - Media Newswire (press release)

Detecting the Undetectable in Prostate Cancer Testing

Media Newswire (press release)
"This new PSA assay may alter the management of patients who have been treated with surgery for prostate cancer," said William J. Catalona, MD, professor of ...

Researchers Evaluate New Prostate Specific Antigen Test Study suggests test ...

ModernMedicine

all 2 news articles »

#### Better living through plasmonics Mixing light with nanotechnology could help ...
- Science News

Better living through plasmonics Mixing light with nanotechnology could help ...

Science News

... very small cancer growths would allow doctors to take a shot at eradicating the cancer before it gets a hold on the body or requires invasive surgery. ...

---

**Considering Facial Blushing Surgery?**
It is risky not to consider alternatives. Try all-natural Eredicane.
www.Eredicane.com

**Trigger Finger Release Surgery**
Get a second opinion before having Trigger Finger Release Surgery.
www.therapygloves.com

**Heel Spur - Treatment Without Surgery**
Learn how to treat your heel spurs without surgery. Our viscoelastic inserts
www.jointhealing.com

**Fistulae Surgery**
Picture diagram of how fistula surgery is performed. See it now.
www.CookBiodesign.com

**Lasik Corrective Laser Eye Surgery**
eyes.
lasik-eye-surgery.ws

---

---
Tech Talk: Nanotech breakthrough, medical expenses and money-saving sonar

Daily Northwestern

Many American men who develop prostate cancer undergo a radical prostatectomy surgery, the removal of the prostate gland, ...

and more »

Part II: Jon and Kate Plus Truman - Institute for Ethics and Emerging Technologies

Institute for Ethics and Emerging Technologies

Well, while it is not super cool nanotech or dealing with global catastrophic risks it has to do with the technology and society of the present. ...

and more »

PSA 'Nanotest' May Spot Prostate Cancer's Return After Surgery

U.S. News & World Report

Using nanotechnology, the researchers were able to detect prostate-specific antigen (PSA), the cancer-associated protein, at levels far below what is now ...

Prostate Cancer Recurrence Detected Early in Nanosphere Test

Bloomberg

Detecting The Undetectable In Prostate Cancer Screening

Science Daily (press release)

New Test Checks for Prostate Cancer Return

WebMD

Visit Bulgaria - ecancermedicalscience - PRESS TV

all 65 news articles »
YOUR HEALTH: Collagen — the glue that holds us together - New Straits Times

We also lose collagen when we have burns, injury or lose tissue in surgery. Thus, you should not be surprised that there is strong and active interest in ...

Nanorobot Invention and Linux: The Open Technology Factor - An Open Letter to ... - Nanotechnology News (press release)

Nanorobot Invention and Linux: The Open Technology Factor - An Open Letter to ...
Nanotechnology News (press release)
V. Sa, Medical Nanorobotics Feasibility, Interviews, Your Gateway to Everything Nanotech, Nanotechnology Now, November 2005. Y. Svidinenko, New Nanorobotic ...

UPI NewsTrack Health and Science News - United Press International

UPI NewsTrack Health and Science News
United Press International
Dr. Christiane Voit of the Medical University of Berlin said the discovery enables physicians to decide how much surgery, if any, is required and to predict ...

and more »

Microchip find could lead to speedy cancer diagnosis - CTV.ca
Microchip find could lead to speedy cancer diagnosis

CTV.ca

Engineering professor Ted Sargent, holder of the U of T's Canada Research Chair in Nanotechnology, created the microchip technology along with Shana Kelley, ...

and more »